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REAL MODE MEMORY ADDRESSING

The 80286 and above operate in either the real or 
protected mode. 

Only the 8086 and 8088 operate exclusively in the 
real mode..

Real mode operation 

allows the microprocessor to address only the first 
1M byte of memory space. Note that the first 1M 
byte of memory is called the real memory, 
conventional memory, or DOS memory system.
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segment and offset

A combination of a segment address and an offset 
address accesses a memory location in the real mode.

The segment address, located within one of the segment 
registers, defines the beginning address of any 64K-byte 

memory segment.

The offset address selects any location within the 64K 
byte memory segment. 

The 8086–80286 microprocessors have four memory 
segments 

the 80386–Core2 microprocessors have six memory 
segments. 
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Memory Addressing schemam

There are 3 types of address schema:
- Physical Address: 

- is the 20 bit address that is actually put on the address pins of the 
8086 M.P. and decoded by the memory interfacing circuits. In 8086 

M.P. this address can have a range of 00000 H to FFFFF H.
Offset Address : 

is a location within  a 64KB Segment range. Or it is telling how far the 
location is from the beginning of the segment.

Logical Address: 
consists of a segment value and an offset address.
To calculate physical addressing in real mode use

Physical address (20bits)= offset(16bits)  + (16* segment 
register(16bits))
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Example 1.4

if CS=2500h, and IP=95F3h find:
(a) The logical address. (b) The offset. (C) The physical address.
Solution:
(a)  logical address of this code segment is:
CS:IP
2500h:95F3h
(b)  the offset of this code segment is IP or it is equal to 95F3h.
(C) physical address = offset +(16* segment register)
(16* segment register) means shift the value of segment register four 
bits to the left, that means add 4 zero's for binary number or "0" for 
hexadecimal number.
Physical address = 95F3+25000h = 2E5F3h
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Example 1.5: Assume that DS is 5000h and the offset is 1950h, 
calculate (a) Logical address.     (b) Physical address. 

(c) Lower address of the segment.
(d) Upper address of the segment

Solution
A: DS: offset     this is the logical address
5000h:1950h
B: So that physical address will be
50000+l950=51950h
C:  Lower address of the segment is DS and the offset is 
zero so the physical address will be:
Lower address= 50000h+0000  = 50000h
D: Upper address or the segment is DS with maximum 
offset 64KB or (FFFF) therefore.
The upper address = 50000h +FFFFh = 5FFFFh
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Example 1.6: Assume that the physical address of the 
instruction is A0123h , and the code segment (CS) contains 

(A000h) , what is the offset of this segment?

CS:IP

CS *16 +IP =physical address

A0000h + IP =A0123h

So IP =A0123h – A0000h= 00123h = 123h
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What is a stack and why is it needed

The stack is a section of read/write memory (RAM) 
used by the CPU to store information temporarily. 

The CPU needs this storage area since there are 
only limited numbers of register.

The main disadvantage of stack is its access time, 
since the stack is in RAM, 

it takes much longer time to access. 

but it is to useful for temporary store in subroutine 
and interrupt
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How stack access

Two register used to access stack 

(stack pointer SP , base pointer BP  )

and one segment register(stack segment ,SS)

And there are two instruction used with stack 
one to write to memory stack PUSH 

instruction for read from stack memory POP 

all stack operation in 16 bits
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Flag  register

Flag register has six conditional  flags and three 
control

The six are CF,PF,AF,ZF, and OF, 

the three remaining flags are call control flag use 
to control the operation of instruction before 

they are executed
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